The digital collections, like all collections within the University of Oregon Libraries, are designed to support the instructional and research needs of the University of Oregon and the citizens of the state of Oregon. They have been created through partnerships within the Libraries, across campus, with specific user communities, and with our counterparts at other institutions. The digital collections are maintained by the University of Oregon Libraries, under the coordination of Metadata and Digital Library Services.

For more information UO Libraries Digital Collections, go to **About UO Digital Library Collections**: [http://libweb.uoregon.edu/diglib/aboutdiglib.html](http://libweb.uoregon.edu/diglib/aboutdiglib.html).

**Basic keyword search**

Use the "Basic Search" box in the gray bar on the right to do a keyword search in all digital collections at once. This does not search Scholars' Bank, E-Asia, or digital collections created using software other than CONTENTdm.